SUMMARY

THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE

ROŞIA MONTANĂ

GOLD PROJECT IN ROMANIA
Introduction
The proposed Roşia Montană gold project as developed by Roşia Montană Gold Corporation (RMGC) has been the
subject of several independent expert reviews.1 This Note provides an overview of the economic impacts that have
been assessed. It is designed to inform the discussion on four key questions:
•

measuring the overall economic impact
interests of Romania and also to provide a good precedent for other potential mining opportunities in
Romania?

•

measuring the share of project proceeds that will accrue to the Romanian governments and to the public
– are the proceeds shared fairly and optimally for the country as between investors and national Romanian
stakeholders of various types?

•
how might the project supplier, economic growth and business development opportunities be captured as
fully as possible at national, local and community levels; and,
•
The Note is designed to provide an accessible quick reference tour d’horizon of the project’s impact for policymakers and interested observers. It is supported by detailed technical reports.2

1. Overall Economic Stimulus and Revenue Contribution
•

Over the 16 operational years of the mine, the project is expected to generate some $7.5 billion of total gold
(and silver) sales revenues (assuming a gold price of $900 per ounce and $12.50 per ounce for silver).

•

In this period the total direct addition to government revenues (including, taxes, royalties, fees and dividends)
is estimated to be $1.72 billion, as at 2008 and in non-escalated dollars.

•

The construction costs associated with the early years of the mine plus RMGC’s expenditures during the
operating and closure period will result in a total of $1.96 billion3 of new direct spending on Romanian goods
and services (excluding labour) – and $2.25 billion including labour over the project’s life.

into the Romanian economy ($4 billion, including labour). This is equivalent to 53% of the anticipated total
project revenues.
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Two additional aspects can be added to these direct spending contributions of the project:
First, it is clear there will be substantial indirect and induced
additional expenditures that would not be seen if the mine were not to be constructed and operated.4 Also, there
will be further increases to government tax revenues and employment as well (see below for detail).
These indirect and induced economic impacts are known collectively as “multiplier
Policy Management (OPM) has suggested
that the output multiplier could increase the direct
factor of about three times – giving a
(direct plus indirect) in nonescalated terms (i.e. in 2008 dollars) of $5.88 billion over the project’s life.5

The Roşia Montană mine has the
potential to add over $12.7 billion
of output and tax payments to
the Romanian economy over the
project life.

In addition, the indirect rises in industrial output would be expected to result in
increased tax payments by the Romanian productive sectors that see increases
in their outputs. In both the Oxford Policy Management (OPM) and the Professor James Otto (Dec. 2009) reports
government revenue multipliers (admittedly crude) of between 2.5 and 2.75 are referred to. Allowing also for the
taxes paid on the additional induced incomes paid in these other sectors the total revenue gain to the Romanian
government could increase from $1.72 billion to as much as $6.88 billion (in non-escalated terms).6
It is noted that with the inclusion of the indirect output and revenue gains, Romania
$12.76 billion ($5.88
billion plus $6.88 billion). This is larger by a considerable margin than the total
anticipated revenues from gold sales.7

The Company plans to spend $280
million on public infrastructure
and community projects that add

accrue to the Romanian government. But in addition to the taxes, royalties and
dividends that the company expects to pay, there are also committed RMGC project expenditures on a range of
public infrastructure and community projects that have all the features of public sector projects. It is anticipated
in total these will amount to
. More
details are shown later.
The model underlying the numbers in both sales revenues and contributions to government revenues have been
calculated in constant 2008 US dollars. If some allowance is also made for the likely escalation of costs and prices
an analysis by RMGC, validated and reported on in a recent paper by Professor James Otto,8 revenues and costs
have been escalated by two alternative hypothetical percentages namely 3% and 10%. On this basis the revenues
received by government would rise to $2.17 billion (from $1.72 billion shown above) for a 3% escalation, and up to
$3.27 billion for a 10% escalation. The multipliers on both project spending and government revenues would then
operate from higher starting points and further increase the ultimate results.9
a) Looking next at the project in terms of its impact on Romania’s GDP.10 The gross
expenditures noted above create new value-added in the economy. Here the
OP
expenditures in the overall impact of the project. These are: (1) the direct new
incomes created by the employment by the project itself of additional workers

project have the potential to reduce
2008) by more than 10%.

project itself before taxes and dividends; and (3) the additional value-added, or
range of Romanian suppliers. In the early construction years, the project is estimated to add between 0.24% and
0.28% annually to GDP. In the longer operational phase this direct contribution falls to an average of around 0.17%
of GDP per annum.11 In US dollar terms, and given the 2008 total GDP of Romania
of some $202 billion,12 the annual GDP increase from the project (relative to 2008)
The project would directly add $6
ranges somewhere between $0.34 billion and $0.56 billion. If these amounts are
billion cumulatively to Romania’s
cumulated (without discounting) over the construction and operational period of
GDP – and could add as much as
18 years then the calculation yields a total direct GDP (i.e. value added) addition
$19 billion when combined with
from the project of some $6 billion.
These GDP impacts also need to be adjusted to take account of the multiplier

further activity of suppliers and
households.

direct suppliers, the new household incomes, and the spending by the recipients of
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these successive rounds of payments to suppliers and households also create new
value added and so further GDP growth. These multipliers would raise the annual
impact on GDP from the average of 0.17%, as indicated above, to an average level
of about 0.5% per annum and an annual peak of 0.84% – equivalent to $19 billion
over the full 18 year period, at $900/ounce gold prices and using constant 2008 unescalated dollars.
b) The GDP improvement expected from the project is associated too with
employment opportunities during the life of the mine.
with more than 2,300 of these being jobs directly for Romanian labour. In the
operational phases there are estimated to be some 887 persons employed directly
of whom only a tiny number will be foreigners. Hence there is sustained job

Even if we ignore new jobs in the
construction phase, the project
will generate some 3,600 direct
and indirect new well-paying jobs,
with many jobs in one of the most
economically depressed regions of
the country. For many families the
between living on welfare and a
lifetime of productive work.

these numbers. The OPM calculations based on the Romanian industries that can expect to see some expansion
due to the new mine, suggest an employment multiplier of somewhere between 3 and 5 depending on which
phase of the mine life cycle is considered.13 In the main operational phase the typical multiplier is over 4,
implying additional employment for an extended period for over 3,600 Romanian workers. Most of these jobs
would be located in the local and regional areas in the vicinity of the project, providing some new well-paying
work opportunities and enhancing living standards for households in the area.

2. Foreign Exchange Contributions
These contributions are as follows:
a) Increased Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). The project will make a large contribution to Romania’s FDI,

•
$1.3 billion;
•
of $500 million;
•

There is a total of $300 million of pre-project outlays in Romania;

•

An overall total contribution to FDI (undiscounted) of some $2.1 billion.

b) Increased Export Sales. As noted, the project is expected to provide $7.5 billion of total exports of gold (and
silver) during its operational life – an amount that would be increased to $9.5 billion if current gold and silver
prices prevail throughout the life of the project.
c) Overall Balance of Payments Impact. A
earnings (imports of equipment and supplies, interest paid abroad, principal and dividends paid on FDI) there
will still be a positive overall balance of payments impact that is typically
around $200–400 million annually during the operational years. This cumulates
The foreign exchange impact is
(without discounting and at a $900 per ounce gold price) to a total net foreign
positive in every year and could
exchange contribution of around $4 billion.
contribute $4 billion to a positive

balance over the life of the project.
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above in graphical terms
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absence – and provide a valuable precedent for what the mining sector could contribute to the national economy.

3. Share of Project Proceeds Accruing to the Public
The E
ETR) paid by the project14
payments to government and then the two alternative escalated rates of 3% and 10%. The ETR range over the
life of the project for the un-escalated to escalated assumptions will be somewhere between 44% and 48%. If
the additional life time spend of $280 million on public infrastructure is added in (as a form of additional public
expenditure analogous to taxation of the project) then the adjusted ETR rises to between 51% and 55%. Recent
improving the terms for
the government. The company’s preliminary calculations indicate that this ETR could be 5% to 10% more,
reaching over 60%.
Three main observations can be made about these numbers. First, it is noted that these percentages for the ETR take
full account of the unusual situation whereby the Romanian state owns a (free) 19.3% stake in the mining project. As
James Otto notes, most nations today do not participate as equity partners in mining projects mining projects - and
those that do, seek 10%.15 The dividends paid to government against their stake in Roşia Montană can be thought of
– with payments
projected to start in year 10 under the base case assumptions. The total of such dividend payments over the life of the
mine is expected to amount to $390 million.
project proceeds, Professor J
systems in 28 other nations. Using a benchmarking gold mine model developed by him and which has been used by
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and assessed. The detailed comparative study indicated clearly that Romania has an exceptionally high tax regime. As
Otto notes: “
under statutory law, not internationally competitive … [and, he continues] nations that have enjoyed high levels of
mineral sector investment and that are generally acknowledged as obtaining a ’fair share’
rate (ETR) of between 40% and 70% – based on price and cost assumptions set below the
near record levels in 2009”. In fact, for an average or standard mine Professor Otto found
that the Romania tax regime delivers an ETR of 72.8%, which is outside the acceptable
range and positions Romania 25 in a ranking of 29 countries.16
However, as seen above, the scale, mine-life and margins of the Roşia Montană
project are together able to deliver a fully compliant ETR of between 44% and 51%

ETR for a
project of the scale, life, margins and price assumptions of the Roşia Montană project.
Third, the ETR shares noted above describe the Romanian government and public
shares of total project proceeds. For these revenues to arise at all, the investors must
payment for the capital of 4.5% on debt and 4.25% on equity), so that the public share
is measured as a percentage of the increased value added by the project, that public
share amounts to some 64%.
The numbers cited here are all derived from the “base case” of the project model. The
assumptions built into this base case are, of course, subject to change in response
to a number of possible future developments including the downside risks faced by
the investors of (1) a lower gold price, (2) lower rates of mineral recoveries, and (3)
higher production costs – or the upside prospect of (4) higher prices and (5) greater
ETR in

In a study comparing the
with that of 28 other nations, it was
found that the Romanian system is
an exceptionally high tax regime.
highest out of 29 nations.

The Government share of the
project proceeds (ETR) is in the
range of 44% to 48% of the project’s
project’s own social spending) and
51% to 55% (if that social spend
is included). The public share of
the project-value generated (after
repaying the investors’ initial costs)
is higher at an estimated 64%.
Investors would receive $1.3 billion
in dividends after tax.

assured and protected from risk.17
margins.
It bears mentioning too that the economics and hence the appropriate taxation of
18

advice of independent experts, the Roşia Montană project does indeed serve a
broader public interest both by motivating investors and also by ensuring that the
resources. F
regime ensures the public capture of a fair share of proceeds of the project (even as

The world gold price today is at a
record high. But even if gold prices
revenues because some taxes and
If prices go up, the government
collects more. In both cases, the
government and public collect a
large share.

described in Sections 1 and 2 above.

4.

Development and Strategic Interests

There are many potential business opportunities created by the project
a)
proceeds-sharing regime: (1) will re-launch the mining industry of Romania on a safe, modern, sound and
to be considered in the years ahead. With modern methods and appropriate public policy regimes, the mining
living standards.
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b) The substantial scale of this project and its high estimated demand for goods
and services from Romanian suppliers can and should be used to stimulate
new investment in many of the potential Romanian supply industries –

The Roşia Montană mine can act
as a stimulus to other potential
investors in mining and in supply
industries. This could be the re-start
industry sector for the Romanian
economy.

where needed most, in the communities closest to the mine site. These industries
in turn should also be able to supply Romanian and neighbouring country
mining and other industrial and economic activities. Businesses in construction, earth moving, transportation
and logistics will see real opportunities. Similarly, the opportunities for Romanian businesses to supply the

appropriate business development initiatives. Businesses serving consumer and household needs, such as food
and beverages, mechanical repairs and community services, along with the hospitality sector will see new and
expanded opportunities, again with particular emphasis on communities closest to the mine site.
Roşia Montană in
other countries, has developed a three year Supplier Engagement and Business Capacity Building Programme
that it recommends to optimise the economic linkages and thus to broaden the industrial, business and
19

procurement assumed in the base case to come from foreign sources can, with appropriate policies, be sourced
in Romania instead: some $880 million potentially of additional Romanian procurement. Furthermore,
local and regional business development from both this procurement, the improved growth more generally,
such businesses, should together re-enforce the prospects for local and regional growth and sustainability over
time.Local businesses could increase their sales to households by $464 million
over the life of the project.20 The company (RMGC) enthusiastically supports and
These additional initiatives and
provides in its plans for the necessary supporting programmes.
c) The European Union (EU) has set out a policy to stimulate secure and economic
mineral supplies of critical strategic importance to its industrial future and urges
Member States to support modern mining industrial capacities and mineral
production. Romania, with the help and stimulus of the RMGC project, is able
to make a meaningful positive contribution to this EU objective and thereby
to enhance its position as one of Europe’s newer members. It would become its
largest gold producer.

the local and regional business
opportunities that they provide
will contribute substantially to
economic growth-related business
developments in Romania
nationally and in the local and
regional communities in the vicinity
of the project.

d) Finally, the EU structural funds that are available to Romania are currently
underutilised, in part due to the limited capacities of the administration to design, apply for, fund and manage
the projects that might take advantage of such funds. Private sector projects like Roşia Montană are capable of
contributing meaningfully to an improvement in that situation; both (1) by
EU funding that are directly related to the project and (2) by assisting the government’s ability to capture
other EU funding opportunities through the partnering application of private sector project management
capabilities in support of other public sector initiatives in seeking EU funding.

5.

Project

above, but many cannot be fully accounted for merely in narrow numerical terms – some cannot ever be fully

work and that is sustainably viable. Other businesses and activities have a much better prospect of developing
in this kind of environment, supported by the additional social contributions
amounts to be spent on each include:
a.

infrastructure: $128 million

b. Environmental clean-up of old abandoned, polluting mine facilities: $37 million21
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c. Restoration, maintenance and support of access to, and research on patrimonial
assets: at least $35 million
d. New community facilities: $31 million
e. Education, training programmes to enhance the skills of the work force,
community health, social and cultural programmes and services: $49 million
f.

Re-establishment of a modern and

sector

$280 million of public project
spending will contribute to the
quality of life of local communities
will also economize on the use of
scarce public funds.

g. Stimulation of related industries for which further market opportunities can
be developed and sustained.
These activities are estimated to have direct costs totalling around $280 million. Together with the direct economic
.E
impacts noted earlier, they provide
conservatively estimated, total more in their direct impacts, than the returns to the private investors in the project.22,23

6.

Bringing the Highest International Standards

The Roşia Montană project pays the most careful attention in its designs, its wide use of independent expert
•

environmental safety;

•

protection and support of patrimonial heritage;

•

sustainable community and economic development;

•
•

social support;
monitoring of performance against these highest standards
and commitments.

As well as delivering substantial
of the project – environmental,
patrimonial and social – are
addressed in accordance with the
highest international standards.

The project has been designed, objectively checked and will be monitored on an ongoing basis to meet the highest
standards in these important aspects. There is no suggestion that the economic case by itself should justify any
inadequate standards in other aspects – all issues are carefully addressed.
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(Endnotes)
1

Expert independent reviews have been carried out on all aspects of the project including technical, environmental, social, patrimonial and economic
aspects. This note and the expertise of its authors relates primarily to the economic issues.

2

A
certain ‘base-case’ assumptions about components such as the world gold price. The model is built around estimates, with independent engineering
international NGO, TechnoServe. Second, this model has been validated independently by Professor James Otto from the USA, an international
December 2009 Report, in terms of its treatment of all government revenues, including taxes, royalties, fees and
independently by Ernst and Young in Romania. P
that of 28 other countries to assess the shares of project proceeds collected from a model benchmark mining project under the regimes of these
by Oxford Policy Management (OP
current economic context. All data used herein can all be supported by numbers and analysis in one or other of these sources.

3

P
that are Romanian from the direct spend on imported goods and services, excluding labour. The model shows $2.7 billion of total Operating Expenses
both the construction and the operating cost elements and address the economic impacts in Romania of procurement in the country. The imports
Ipromin and found by TechnoServe to be reliable and capable of being increased beyond the amounts shown by the OPM analysis. A
can be made more substantial through the implementation of a business development program – to which RMGC gives its full support.

4
stages of suppliers must hire and pay additional employees whose households then use the increased incomes to purchase goods and services. The
suppliers of those household goods and services, in turn, use their revenues to buy their inputs, pay their employees and meet the needs of their
conditions, no spending of the government revenues is assumed. Such spending would itself add to growth were some to occur.
5

Table 4.1 in the OPM Report lists the 27 Romanian main productive sectors that would share in this boost to output.

6
7
element of the total is the equivalent of 63% of the anticipated gross sales proceeds from the project.

However, the public sector

8

James Otto (December 2009).

9

See OPM (September 2009). Also, in terms of the net present value (NPV) of these three amounts (assuming a 5% discount rate) these would amount
to $1.08 billion, $1.34 billion and $1.96 billion respectively, involving the same government share of proceeds as in the undiscounted cases (i.e.
E

10

DP estimates.

11

OPM Report, September 2009.

12

This is the GDP in Euros from the IMF June 2009 review converted at the exchange rate that was then €1.0 = $1.42.

13

OPM Report, September 2009.

14

The E
proceeds collected by the host government. The measure is the percentage that the sum of all amounts paid to government represents of the project
ETR is not the same as the share of gross sales revenues paid to government as calculated
earlier. This is because the denominator of the ETR calculation is the “proceeds” or Gross Sales minus Operating Costs.

15

James Otto (May 2009) notes that “most nations today do not participate as an equity partner in mining projects. The few that require a free equity
interest do so in the range of around 10%. The very few that require or retain an equity option for more than 10% acquire their equity on a paid basis.”
The situation in Romania for this project is that the State takes a free equity share of 19.3%. What might be expected for other projects in the future is
unclear.

16

The E

17
18

even increasing in percentage terms under the assumptions of 3% and 10% escalating prices and costs.
In mining, up-front investments are large, but so are ongoing operational costs. Risks are high and many, ranging from wide price variations over
the life of the mine to the low probability of discovery. There are good reasons why production sharing approaches used for oil are not used by
governments anywhere in mining. E
after recovery of operating costs, as well as after the recovery of investments and a return on investment. Mining nations have found that an ETR value
in excess of 40% is equitable.

19

TechnoServe, RMGC Supplier and Entrepreneurship Diagnostic, 31 May 2010.

20

TechnoServe have advised that, through methods of increased outsourcing (itself projected to add $110 million to local business sales of supplies
directly to the project as an alternative to in-house activity), supplier communication, disaggregation of procurement, joint venture stimulation,
training and business development support, some $880 million of additional procurement in Romania, over and above the $1.96 billion noted earlier,
is possible. Additional local business development to supply the demand generated from general economic development of some $464 million
over the 18 years of the project life is also possible. This assessment complements the estimates from the multiplier analysis of the OPM study and
Further, TechnoServe have reported that a considerable part of these
developments – some $145 million of project procurement – can be shifted to local and regional business opportunities with the implementation
served by the businesses thus created – will generate a sustained economic viability for the local community. The community facilities, environmental
and patrimonial enhancements and social and community development programs designed to complement and add to the improved living
becomes a better place to live and work.
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This is independent of the $137 million the project will spend on environmental clean-up and rehabilitation of the site after the completion of its work
in each area.
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The social valuation is, in fact, as much as 80% more than the values received by the private investors in the project, depending on the discount rates
used to calculate present value of the share of each.
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OPM Report, September 2009.

